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Developing any environment, into a piece of art is our foremost commitment – We manufacture the products that 
gel into its surroundings and are latest in designs and technology with simplicity of setup and bring in play.

At Woodmac we began operating into the market since 2008 and have always given wings to desires by exploring 
new horizons. With our advance research and development techniques we make our customers / dealers lead to 
a world of breathtaking and comfort by our highly established designs of Magnet Kitchens and other products like 
Wardrobes, Vanities, and other customized furniture.

Growth means looking ahead with professionalism and sense of competition: this is the philosophy characterizes 
us and make us different from others. Today the Magnet Kitchens brand name is a synonym of quality in Delhi and 
throughout India. The secret lies in not having stopped after the first positive results, but having continued to pursue 
new and more ambitious achievements, with adequate investments and, above all, with that kind of enthusiasm which 
has always accompanied any successful undertaking. This is exactly what the Woodmac has managed to convey 
throughout, a young enterprising spirit becoming stronger every day, and being confirmed by their products, projects, 
and ideas and there by generating the annual turnover of Rs.2.5Cr approx with 55 dealers across India.

Our varied range of products blends seamlessly with your lifestyle, bringing you a perfect true to life experience. Like 
our customized Kitchens & Wardrobes designs and Bathroom Vanities that offers a complete comfort with its sophis-
ticated style.

Our Commitment The finished product is a synthesis of applied high technology combined with creative capacity for 
adapting to changes. Quality makes final results unexceptionable: each manufactured component is subject to rigorous 
checks during its production cycle. 

Besides Kitchens, Woodmac also brings the innumerable bathroom vanities, wardrobes, customized European designer 
beds and Wall Units etc. While differing in their own specific characteristics, all products are perfect syntheses of modern 
manufacturing techniques, exclusive harmonious design and extremely accurate finishes. 

An Overview

Kitchens Beds
modular modern

Wardrobes Vanities

WoodMac
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Kitchens

Our Principle of sincerity and responsibility help us take a broader view into the future. At WOODMAC we have been sticking 
to the spirit of constantly striving for progress and have believed in the concept of regarding man as the centre of all busi-
ness. With this our criterion, we treat and serve our customers kindly and is witnessed by the development bringing us to 
today’s scope, strong and lasting vitality.

Black Gloss Kitchen
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Modern Kitchens

Supplying quality kitchens at affordable prices with complete price to quality ratio.  We have experience working with the 
highest quality cabinets, worktops, and fixtures.

White Satin Kitchen
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Modern Kitchens

We work collaboratively with our clients to give them exactly what they are looking for. Whether it’s a renovation or new 
construction, we take you from conception and design to installation, be that a beautiful kitchen on a firm budget or the in-
dulgence of breathtaking custom cabinetry. From ultra-contemporary to classic and traditional, there are many possibilities, 
whatever your aesthetic preference and style. Our vast array of quality products ensures variety at all price levels.

Sculptured Oak / White Gloss Kitchen
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Traditiaonal Kitchens

Trained Kitchen designers at Kitchen Design WoodMac have extensive knowledge of designing kitchens for their clients from 
the simple to the superb. By working through a process where by we uncover all of our clients needs we are able to design 
the best kitchen to suit our client’s particular situation. 

Memberane Kitchen
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Traditiaonal Kitchens

The end service includes :
    Kitchen layout - via full 3 D, Kitchen material selections, Kitchen appliance advice, Kitchen colours, Kitchen costings,  
    Removal and Installation - if required

Laminated Kitchen
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Straight Kitchens

Kitchen cabinets are a great way to assess if the kitchen is up-to-date which is why remodeling your cabinets may be a 
good idea if you feel they are too retro and in need of upgrading. The costs of kitchen remodeling often makes homeowners 
slightly anxious and provides sufficient reason to postpone any renovation effort.
Kitchens continue to expand and progress with obtaining more luxurious elements; both remaining highly desirable and 
popular remodeling projects

Straight Memberane / Laminated Kitchen
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Modular Kitchens

Another round of kitchens sorted by color! The color that we will feature today is red and it is associated with passion, lust 
and generally used to signify intense feelings and emotions. Red is also said to induce hunger and want and it is a well 
known fact that most fast food companies use this color for their logo and branding to get more business. Modern decor 
and designs in shades of red are increasingly gaining popularity and this is no exception when it comes to designing stylish 
kitchens. Here we take a peek into few such trendy red kitchen designs

Red Kitchens
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Modular Kitchens

Design software will let you input existing kitchen specifications and mix and match color and design aspects. Designed 
correctly, this setup requires fewer steps while working which is a wonderful benefit for any cook. 

For instance, for extra food storage and preparation, you can install a butcher block, an island or peninsula when you have 
extra floor space

Natural Wood Kitchen
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Modular Kitchens

You need to plan the remodeling and ensure that you have all that you need on paper, work on a schedule, ensure that your 
estimate for the remodeling is well within the budget and leave some room for un-expected issues. 

These can range from old pipes that need to be replaced or wiring that has not been updated for some time. This is just a 
few so be prepared. Kitchen remodeling ideas are not too tough, if one plans in advance.

Modern Design Butter Milk Kitchen
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Modern Beds

Beds Simple bedroom is a personalized area of resting and inwinding, and whether you spend your time viewing or curling up with a 
newspaper, the simple bedroom can be an area that is furnished to suit your tastes. Choosing how to decide to the most appropriate designs 
and colors for and elegant bedroom.
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Modern Beds

The interiors of a designer bedroom is the most common concern in evey home design. The interiors should always be the combination of best colors. In fact, the people, to decorate 
a living room, money and energy to spend too much time and ignore the tendency to forget or bedroom? Here are many interesting ideas bedroom design can improve the design in 
many ways and easily. Modern bed rooms, pretty, cute, must be clean and comfortable. Here, home furnishings, bedroom, some ideas for improving the Connect Mode, in an effort 
bedroom combing both traditional and modern ideas can make decorations

Modern-interior-design-bedroom-with-White-comfortable-bed-with-black-and-green-pillows
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Modular Beds

Fir wood provides little resin, and therefore well suited for finishing, but it is subject to decay. Spruce helps to control their 
emotions and adjust to the philosophical mood. She also gives a charge of creative energy and can give vdohnoenie. In 
addition, a substance that provides wood, have antibacterial properties. Due to the fact that the furniture of this breed is rare, 
as a rule, its pricing is above average.

Ultra-modern-dark-oak-luxury-platform-bed-set Modular                                                                
.      Concepts
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Modular Beds

People still remember the useful properties of wood. It brings home comfort, warmth, flavor, in addition, is able to update the air in the room and maintain the optimum moisture content. 
And where, if not the bedroom, this natural material can perfectly express themselves, to help relax after a hard day and recharge your batteries while you sleep. However, in order to 
choose the option that all the parameters right for you, to know about the basic properties of some woods, as well as options for production and prices

Elegant-contemporary-wooden-bedroom-furniture
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Traditional Beds

For wooden furniture serve you faithfully as long as possible, you need to follow some simple rules of care. Wood does not like dust and very easily scratched, so wipe a better 
furniture with a soft dry cloth flannel or velvet. Because the wood is very sensitive to abrasive materials to remove stains can be applied only those sprays that do not include 
in its composition of these elements

Ultra-luxury-contemporary-wood-bedroom-furniture-set
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Traditional Beds

Oak – a mighty tree with a powerful energy that can energize a long time. It has a high resistance to rot, most often used in an array or veneer. Furniture from this breed like a long 
time for durability and generous texture. Because of its massive oak suite that would look good in a big room, but in a small, on the contrary will be suppressed. This is a very durable 
material that can withstand the test of time, because for its production, are typically used oaks 150-200-years of age. Connoisseurs appreciate the furniture from seasoned oak – after 
years of immersion in water, wood becomes silky and gets darker. This tree is suitable brave and courageous people, capable of making important decisions.

Wood-marvelos-luxury-wood-bedroom-furniture
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Semi Modern Beds

Construction or renovation of a bedroom is the most practical and beneficial activities you can do from home. Instead of employing workers, why not decorate the bedroom and 
see the changes in the transformation of your eyes? The aim is to incorporate all the elements you ever wanted in my room without having to go through all those expensive costs 
that employees bring

Spanish Bedroom Design
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Semi Modern Beds

White Acacia has extremely high strength and resistance to wood rot, and physical and mechanical properties, it is much 
higher than oak and ash. The wood does not crack or warp, has great resistance to abrasion, very resilient, and perfectly 
polished. Besides furniture out of it looks very elegant and grace any interior. However, a significant disadvantage acacia is 
a major complication of its treatment

Modular Design Bedroom Modern
       Concepts
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Wardrobes

Wardrobes are very important because it will give an orderly look in your room. You can have all your treasured collections hidden inside your wardrobe 
You will also enjoy arranging your things and keep them inside your drawers or arrange your collection of bags on your shelves and your array of shoes and belts and hats. 
What you put inside. There are various designs that you can choose from. You may have a portable wardrobe that you would like to arrange for yourself. There are some 
designs that are removable that can easily be detached to fit in to your desired space which you will enjoy organizing.
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Modern Wardrobes

WARDROBES can be extended up to the bathroom if the room is spacious enough. Those who have luxury taste have their own 
wardrobes in their dressing rooms though some often have their wardrobes right inside their bedrooms.walk in wardrobe is one of the 
most sought-after wardrobes because there are many designs that are available in the market. You can choose various designs that 
are already available with lively colors for you to choose from. The designs are available on hard copy magazines and online maga-
zines that you will find very interesting.walk in wardrobes have different sizes you can choose from to suit your taste.

Stand out Wardrobes
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Walk-in Wardrobes

Walk in Wardrobes are usually very well manufactured to hold a excellent walk in a dressing room. 
This is an unequalled option to carryout the overall aspect of a room in an incomparable manner. It can be constructed either 
with the appliance of decorative paint, or by hanging specialist curtains or by re-arranging furnishing objects. This is the most 
current invention in the furniture marketplace, which specifically has a state of the art outlook for storing accessories and ap-
parels in a wardrobe.
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Customized Walk-inWardrobes

Householders are increasingly keen towards the inclusion of a Walk in Wardrobe in their interior space. However, there are lots of strengths which can be deployed with standard closets 
and these wardrobes deliver other benefits as well. A perfectly designed and built unit can add a real aesthetic look in the room. A major advantage which is presented by this closet, is 
that it delivers wider storage area to its user. Just like its name, such a styled bedroom unit allows its users to have as sizeable space as possible so that even a person can walk in it. 

Walk in    
Wardrobe designs
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Bathroom Accessories

Vanities are very important because it will give an orderly look in your room. You can have all your treasured collections hidden inside your wardrobe You 
will also enjoy arranging your things and keep them inside your drawers or arrange your collection of bags on your shelves and your array of shoes and belts and hats. What 
you put inside. There are various designs that you can choose from. You may have a portable wardrobe that you would like to arrange for yourself. There are some designs 
that are removable that can easily be detached to fit in to your desired space which you will enjoy organizing.
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Vanities

WARDROBES can be extended up to the bathroom if the room is spacious enough. Those who have luxury taste have their own 
wardrobes in their dressing rooms though some often have their wardrobes right inside their bedrooms.walk in wardrobe is one of the 
most sought-after wardrobes because there are many designs that are available in the market. You can choose various designs that 
are already available with lively colors for you to choose from. The designs are available on hard copy magazines and online maga-
zines that you will find very interesting.walk in wardrobes have different sizes you can choose from to suit your taste.

Stand out Wardrobes
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Vanities

Vanities
         & designs

Walk in Wardrobes are usually very well manufactured to hold a excellent walk in a dressing room. 
This is an unequalled option to carryout the overall aspect of a room in an incomparable manner. It can be constructed either 
with the appliance of decorative paint, or by hanging specialist curtains or by re-arranging furnishing objects. This is the most 
current invention in the furniture marketplace, which specifically has a state of the art outlook for storing accessories and ap-
parels in a wardrobe.
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Householders are increasingly keen towards the inclusion of a Walk in Wardrobe in their interior space. However, there 
are lots of strengths which can be deployed with standard closets and these wardrobes deliver other benefits as well. 
A perfectly designed and built unit can add a real aesthetic look in the room. A major advantage which is presented 
by this closet, is that it delivers wider storage area to its user. Just like its name, such a styled bedroom unit allows its 
users to have as sizeable space as possible so that even a person can walk in it. 

Aluminium
            Profiles

Shutters
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